Don’t just take our word for it . . .
Here’s what our clients say about us

We are rated Excellent on

Glenthorne Hotel, Pembrokeshire

Daisy Day Care Nursery, South Wales

“We sold our guest house in January 2017 and were very surprised to

“I was sceptical at first, but after I clarified the service with my

have a phone call regarding our ability to claim a repayment from

accountant I was very pleasantly surprised that I was in a position

the Inland Revenue. They explained that as an agent they would

to claim this tax back. I am very happy they were also so willing to

only charge a fee if the claim would be successful. They acted on

speak to my accountant directly. At the end of the day you have

our behalf very professionally and everything went smoothly. We

to put trust in people sometimes. Overall, I am very happy with the

were delighted to have a repayment only a few weeks later!”

service.”

Severn Stars Hotel, Hay-On-Wye

Beachmount Holiday Let , Colwyn Bay

“Great advice provided and a successful result with HMRC in

“I did think it was too good to be true, but there was also nothing

reducing our taxation over the coming years. To be honest, I didn’t

to lose. I am very pleased with the tax refund, really amazed.

fully understand what we were working on with HJR Tax and passed
them over to my accountant, who understood immediately and

Everything was dealt with very efficiently and professionally. I was
also impressed with the speed that everything was done.”

approved their consultancy. The process was straightforward
and they achieved the desired result. I am impressed with the
service provided and my accountants have been given clear

The Mason Arms, West Wales

instructions on how to allocate the tax allowances. Big thanks for

“We were amazed at their knowledge and skills! We received a timely

HJR Tax for assisting us with this matter.”

cash injection and drastically reduced our annual tax bill.”

Heritage Luxury Bed & Breakfast, Calne

Commercial Property Investor, Cardiff

“Great service! HJR kept me informed every step of the way, I can

“The HJR team are easy to deal with, professional and offer great

only say thank you for helping me save so much tax. I would never

service. They are particularly careful not to take up too much of

have believed my accountant had missed this opportunity.”

my precious time.”

Archaways Boarding Kennels, Oxford

Paul’s Barbers, Treharris

“I was skeptical at first because it seemed too good to be true, but

“Amazing, honest company who know their stuff. I was skeptical

it’s been SO easy and SO worth it! The team at HJR Tax are very

at first but soon realised they were very professional at what

nice and with minimal effort on my part, I got a substantial sum

they do. They have helped me out a lot with my tax, saving me

back! I am very pleased!”

thousands of pounds. I would highly reccommend them!”

Kennedy & Co Accountants

Londis Convenience Store, Newport

“Excellent service, everything was efficient, ran smoothly and they

“Had I listened to my accountant, I would have lost out on

were a delight to work with. For accountant’s that do not specialise

£30,000 in tax relief! I was so happy with the service and utmost

in this Capital Allowances service we highly recommend you that

professionalism that I have recommended them to many more

contact them to assist you with your clients needs.”

owners. Thank you!”

Connect with us for more happy reviews:
hello@gozeal.co.uk
www.gozeal.co.uk
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